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2021

A LETTER FROM 
THE BOARD PRESIDENT 

AND CEO

Thank you for standing with us, as we stand with you.

Forward we go, toward justice!

In December, we rallied on the steps of the
United States Supreme Court in support of
abortion rights, as the landmark case of Dobbs
v. Jackson was being taken up by justices. We
live-streamed the event to the press and
supporters to sound the alarm in West Virginia
that our right to abortion was on the docket,
and indeed, on the chopping block. 

2021 was another wild ride. The attack on our nation's Capitol caused chaos and threatened
democracy, while COVID-19 continued to mutate. We remained physically distant, and
continued to adapt to the new reality. Through it all, WV FREE, our partners, and supporters
took every curve ball, and our work for reproductive health, rights, and justice never wavered.
We maximized our digital education and advocacy, and safely engaged in social - and
sometimes wacky - settings like the West Virginia legislature. COVID could not stop Team
FREE. Too much was at stake, and we weren’t going to be on the sidelines. 

We will not go
silently back to

the 1950’s.

Margaret Chapman Pomponio
CEO 
(she/her)

Michelle Storage
Board President
(she/her)

In Solidarity,

Looking back at 2021...



POLICY
 UPDATE

During the 2021 legislative session, we were active at our
state’s capitol, working hard to expand reproductive health
access and prevent harmful bills from moving. Of all the
bills introduced during the 2021 legislative session, there
were 31 harmful anti-abortion bills; no small list of obstacles
for us to defeat! Thankfully, most did not come to fruition. 

In 2021, we collaborated with multiple national and state
partners to fight policy attacks on abortion access, and

we’re proud of our success under the dome in pushing
forward proactive, beneficial pieces of legislation. 

We fought bad legislation on the national level
Throughout the summer, WV FREE took initiative to have direct
communication with fellow West Virginia constituents about the 
For The People Act, Build Back Better, and ending the filibuster. 
Through texts and phone calls, we reached 25,000+ West Virginians.

We focused on implementing standards around sex education
and sexual violence prevention for young Appalachians

WV FREE helped educate legislators 
on both sides of the aisle

We worked with county school systems to implement and
strengthen current health and wellness standards in their
curricula. To promote sexual violence prevention, we
assisted with the application of Erin's Law in Marion and
Wayne counties through educator training and resource
sharing. We used this as an opportunity to deepen
implementation of overall sex ed policies and standards. 

To help us speak with a clear voice in support of
reproductive rights and justice, we hosted our annual

legislative message training, facilitated by Morgan
Meneses-Sheets of Steadfast Strategies in February

2021. We were joined by a variety of partners
engaged with such work, including legislators,

partner organizations, and community advocates.

A noteworthy highlight was our participation in National
Family Planning & Reproductive Health Hill Day in June,
where all WV FREE staff met with representatives from
Senator Manchin and Senator Capito’s office, as well as
staff members in Representative McKinley’s office, to
discuss the importance of Title X services and funding for
them in the state of West Virginia. 
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With only one abortion provider remaining in the
state, and the threat of a six week Mississippi-style
abortion ban here in West Virginia, we face the
tangible threat of abortion access being eliminated
almost entirely within our state. WV FREE is the first
line of defense to ensure access to reproductive
healthcare. We affirm this by working in coalition
with our network of state and national partner
organizations to rebuff anti-choice attacks and
educate policymakers and constituents on key
reproductive rights and justice issues.

WV FREE became proactive as we saw
what was looming ahead

Take a look at what we accomplished.



Mobilizing and Educating
#ExposeFakeClinics
2021 was not our first go around with educating on
fake clinics. Unfortunately, we must keep exposing
their sham to take advantage of folks in need of
abortion services. We continued to use the message
that transparency in healthcare is essential to
choosing where you go to receive care.

YEAR-END
SOCIAL MEDIA STATS

9,144
3,898
2,059
5,189
14,242

Facebook 
Followers

Twitter
Followers

Instagram
Followers

Email
Subscribers

Membership &
Supporters

WV FREE provides continuous updates
about policy and healthcare access and
how to get coverage. We also
encouraged West Virginians to contact
our representatives in DC to support
Build Back Better, Open Enrollment, and
abolish the Hyde Amendment. WV FREE
also provides a platform to uplift West
Virginians' voices through both our C3
and our C4 to make sure that all West
Virginians are heard. 

#AbortionIsEssential
In partnership with national and state-based organizations,
we participated in a country-wide #AbortionIsEssential
campaign. Two of our FREE team members traveled to
Washington D.C. in December 2021 to be a part of the
historic rally on the steps of the Supreme Court. Both
nationwide and state level organizations came together to
rally against a potential overruling of Roe with the
upcoming Dobbs V. Mississippi decision. We were able to
live stream coverage of what was happening right in D.C. in
real time. Our broadcast was in collaboration with partners,
receiving hundreds of views and multiple press stories.

#BansOffOurBodies
On October 2 of 2021, WV FREE joined with partners to
participate in one of the 600 national Women's Marches.
We gathered at the Capitol to listen to abortion story
tellers, clinic escorts, and individuals from partnering
organizations give their testimonies on why reproductive
health care must be a priority not only in our state, but all
across the country. We had an amazing turnout of over 800
people, right in our Capitol City. 
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CAMPAIGNS  AND OUTREACH

Civic Engagement

WV FREE Action Fund Stats
120,000+ Emails Sent

30,000+ Texts Sent

23,000+ Phone Calls
 Made



REPRODUTIVE
 HEALTH ACCESS

Love Your Birth Control
Our Love Your Birth Control campaign is stronger
than ever! The new online forums create accessible,
safe trainings with undeniable silver linings. Offering
this training at flexible times of the day has proved to
reach those with a non-flexible schedule. While
being Zoom’d out is definitely real, the updated
format kept folks engaged. 
We provided education and support to trainees with
a multitude of professions, with a 100% satisfaction
rate. In 2021, we held 12 training sessions for 154
doctors, nurses, mental health providers, and
social/emotional wrap-around service providers. 
Results of our follow-up evaluation completed by
trainees have included praise surrounding the level
of information provided, the interactiveness of our
team, and the safe space we hosted for learning
about birth control options. 

Comprehensive Pregnancy Options
Our Comprehensive Pregnancy Options (CPO)
training had yet another fabulous year with
positive responses and ratings. We held 11 virtual
trainings, and shared information with over 250
professionals in a variety of organizations. 

Our trainees' backgrounds include domestic
violence prevention specialists, counselors, nurses,
doctors, abuse prevention professionals, folks who
specialize in substance use treatment, social
workers, as well as those working with children in
foster care. Even after transitioning to virtual
training, our survey results continued to be
exemplary. Our trainee evaluations show that 98%
of those who attended these trainings feel
comfortable using the skills and information we
provided
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COVID-19 Still in Effect
WV FREE worked under the same unfortunate circumstances that we faced in 2020. We
get it; we were tired of Zoom, too. But, as we worked through the global pandemic, we
educated a multitude of professionals on how to strengthen their patient and client
relationships  by creating engaging, interactive trainings that kept their interest. 
In 2020, we made the commitment to ensure online trainings are just as interesting
and impactful. In the year 2021, we kept this commitment and achieved it with a
satisfaction rate of 100%.

WV FREE adjusts our training through feedback and engagement to ensure that trainees have
the resources they need to successfully refer every patient or client that needs information on
adoption, abortion, or choosing to parent and to make them feel comfortable and confident
with their decision-making. We work tirelessly to ensure that although some care providers still
oppose abortion, we introduce new viewpoints to encourage culture change one person at a
time, and ensuring each pregnant person gets the care they deserve. 
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In all aspects of our work, WV FREE strives to be accountable to our mission and vision for
reproductive rights and justice. The intersectional aspects of social justice are vast, and our
work must accordingly be elaborate and encompassing. WV FREE recognizes that, as a white-
led staff, we and much of our work come from a place of privilege; as such, we are dedicated
to putting ourselves not as leaders of work that does not directly affect us personally - but as
collaborative supporters of work that affects those we ally with and care about. Below are
some examples of our work, and how we live our values.

Racial Justice
Supporting the CROWN Act 
Doing anti-racism work through inter-
organizational efforts 
Integrating organizational racial justice and
equity work into all that we do
Providing internal staff learning 
Offering translated materials 
Continuing involvement with West Virginia’s
Stand Against Racism event

Economic & Class Justice
Fighting for pay transparency, and promoting
it internally
Promoting health care accessibility
Standing in solidarity with labor movements
Paid family leave 
Fundraising for the Choice Fund for folks

       in need of abortion

Democracy & Civic Engagement
Educating base to support federal legislation like John
Lewis Voting Rights Act and Build Back Better
Leading advocacy on legislative policy 
Partnering with WV FREE Action Fund to mobilize
voters through education on issues and lawmakers'
positions
Promoting voter registration

We at WV FREE are nimble. We adjust our focus as the
moment demands. While we stay true to our mission, we will
always address what is current, and engage and support
accordingly. Our intersectional work grows and changes as
we continue to learn everyday.

Accommodation of special needs
requirements prioritized for events &
materials, such as offering American Sign
Language interpretation 

Disability Justice

Advocating that the state address the disparities
in Maternal Mortality for BIPOC 
Offering Comprehensive Pregnancy Options
Trainings
Offering Love Your Birth Control program and
trainings 
Served as a leader in the nationally acclaimed 
 Measures of Success Coalition, creating best
practices in person-centered contraception
counseling
Pharmacy-accessible birth control
implementation work

Reproductive Rights & 
Birth Justice

Gender and LGBTQ+ justice
Purposefully upholding trans rights
Advocating for the Fairness Act 
Supporting inclusive sex ed
Creating welcoming spaces through pronoun
identification  
Embracing supportive organizational values
and policies



Thanks to our amazing supporters,
individual donations increased

substantially from 2020, making
two years in a row that you have

outdone yourselves!

We are so  grateful to our individual
donors and funding partners!

FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

PROGRAM
$492,141 69%

ADMIN
$185,002 26%

FUNDRAISING
$31,771 4%$707,914

GRANTS
$612,429 78%

CONTRIBUTIONS
$175,860 22%

$789,047
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TO

TAL  EXPENSES

TOTAL REVENUE



As COVID-19 seemed to become more
manageable, we were able to have two
fabulous in-person interns, while also
having an amazing virtual intern. Emma English

she/her
Outreach Fellow

Kasha McDonald
she/her
Outreach Intern

Ariel King
she/her
Outreach Intern

We started with Emma in 2021, and were able
to offer her subsequent fellowships. Emma
was our only virtual fellow, so she was vital
when it came to information gathering and
online developments. She was vital in our
voter engagement work and creating
comprehensive voter education. Emma's most
notable project: creating our Abortion
Timeline for the state of West Virginia. Thank
you Emma for all your hard work during one of
our busiest times, we appreciate you so much!

Kasha joined us in the latter part of the summer
and was an in-office intern. Kasha always brought
a creative mind and positive energy to our work
place. She was an essential part of in-person
events, making our tabling experience warm and
welcoming. Kasha's most notable project: helping
us bolster intersectionality between reproductive
justice, LGBTQ+ justice, and racial justice. Thank
you Kasha for your hard work at WV FREE, we
know that you will continue to do amazing work
wherever your career takes you!

Ariel joined us in the latter part of the summer and
was an in-office intern as well. Ariel always showed
up eager to learn and help grow WV FREE's base
and volunteer groups. Ariel was an instrumental
part of our outreach work, helping to make
connections with young queer folks in the
Charleston area. Her most notable project: creating
a webpage platform for our organization call "Share
Your Story" - a submission form which gives
individuals the opportunity to share their personal
testimonies regarding reproductive health, rights,
and justice. Thank you Ariel for all your hard work
and authenticity in our office, we are excited to see
what you do next!
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Each intern and fellow excelled in their job
roles, and contributing a positive work

environment with their excitement.  We know
each one will flourish in their future careers,

and we can't wait to see what they do!





Anduwyn Williams

Charlie Mullins

Haley Gibson

Vision Statement
WV FREE envisions the elevation
and empowerment of all West
Virginians through the promotion
of dignity and autonomy of
women and families.

Staff
Margaret Chapman
Pomponio
CEO

Brandy Love
Executive Coordinator

Carrie-Meghan
Quick-Blanco
Director

Director

Programs Coordinator

Outreach Organizer

Board
Michelle Storage, President
Jenifer Gamble, Vice President
Ray Whiting, Treasurer
Jackie Lozano, Secretary
Shaina Prince
Mindy Parsley
Mary Gibbs
Derek Campbell Harman, DO

Katie Wolfe
Communications
Manager

2021 Staff & Board

Mission
WV FREE builds stronger
communities through advocacy
and education on reproductive
health, rights and justice.

(Katie now works for the 
West Virginia Civic Engagement Table)

Julie Warden
Chief Operating Officer
(Julie now works for the 
American Heart Association)


